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sun, mid-day took all His words away as the silence slowly

fell upon that hill.

sky turned black and love flowed down His back as the Son lived out the
suffered in my place. Betrayed by trusted friends, Jesus faced the end abandoned to the cross.
And I believe, for He once
gave His life between the earth and sky and the world would never
be the same again.
made me free on that day when His love conquered
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cross, left alone in time and space. He
paid a grievous cost, then He rose from the grave.

Now, all because of Him,

I've left all my sins abandoned,
He was not abandoned me!

He was abandoned to the cross, left alone in time and space.

He paid a grievous price.
cost, then He rose from the grave. Now,
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all because of Him, I've left all my
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sins abandoned, abandoned to the
cross.
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